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Abstract

At high catalyst volume fractions the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) operated

in a slurry bubble column (SBC) is driven into the mass transfer limited regime.

This study utilized literature models for the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficients in a

multifluid-population balance model in which the gas-phase composition was a func-

tion of bubble size. The results confirmed that mass transfer limitations occur and

that the choice of mass transfer coefficient model is crucial, yielding final conversion

results ranging from 45% to 92% depending on the choice of kL models. At smaller kL

values the composition is highly dependent on bubble size, whilst for the largest kL

values the composition is not a function of bubble size at all. The population balance

modeling (PBM) allowed for explicitly keeping track of the bubble size distribution.

Varying the inlet Sauter-mean diameter (SMD) resulted in a linear decrease in con-

version as the inlet SMD was increased from 5 mm to 20 mm. Illustrative models

for the bubble size dependency of kL were implemented, which provided additional

information compared to traditional models which use (bubble size) averaged values

for the liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient kL and/or the gas-liquid interfacial area
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1. Introduction1

Bubble column and slurry bubble column (SBC) reactors are widely used in the2

chemical, biochemical, petroleum and metallurgical industries (Leonard et al., 2015).3

Bubble column reactors and the mathematical models to describe them are presented4

in e.g. Deckwer (1992); Jakobsen (2014). Bubble column applications include differ-5

ent types of chemical reactions such as oxidation, chlorination, alkylation, polymer-6

ization, esterification and hydrogenation (Leonard et al., 2015). Bubble columns can7

also be used for fermentation, biological wastewater treatment and the production of8

liquid fuels from synthesis gas through the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis (FTS) (Leonard9

et al., 2015), an example of gas-to-liquid processes. A review of gas-to-liquid pro-10

cesses in slurry reactors is given in Wang et al. (2007). This study considers the FTS11

in an SBC, illustrated in Figure 1.12

1.1. The FTS13

The FTS is of interest when seeking renewable sources for liquid fuels. Lignocellulosic14

material such as forestry residue is a potential raw material for advanced biofuels.15

Torrefied and gasified biomasses are converted to hydrocarbons via synthesis gas.16

The FTS produces hydrocarbons of various lengths from synthesis gas over a catalyst17

through the reaction:18

nCO + (2n + 1)H2 → CnH2n+2 + nH2O (1)

The catalyst type applied in this study is cobalt. Most biomass-to-liquid concepts19

have utilized cobalt, as it can be operated at higher conversion rates (Imhof and20

van der Waal, 2013). In this work a conventional 25 wt%Co/Al2O3 catalyst is applied.21
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The kinetic model by Yates and Satterfield (1991) was applied in this study, given22

as:23

− rCO =
apCOpH2

(1 + bpCO)
(2)

where pCO and pH2 are the partial pressures of CO and H2 and a and b are temperature-24

dependent kinetic parameters. Eq. (2) was re-written into liquid concentrations by25

reformulating the partial pressures in terms of liquid concentrations by use of a26

Henry’s law constant (as in e.g. Sehabiague et al. (2008); Troshko and Zdravistch27

(2009)) to obtain for Eq. (2):28

− rCO =
aKH2xH2KCOxCOp

2

(1 + bKH2xH2p)
(3)

where p is pressure, Ks is the constant for species s and xs is the liquid mole fraction29

of species s. Values for Ks were calculated by means of Aspen HYSYS.30

A possible maximum catalyst concentration to be used in commercial practice was31

suggested around 40 vol% solids per volume of gas-free slurry (Maretto and Krishna,32

1999). A high catalyst concentration is desired in order to maximize conversion of33

reactants into products. But it also drives the FTS into a mass transfer-controlled34

regime (Inga and Morsi, 1996). A catalyst concentration of 44 vol% solids per volume35

of gas-free slurry is applied in this study. The FTS is highly exothermic and efficient36

heat exchange is one of the reasons that the FTS is often operated in an SBC.37

Physical properties, reactor dimensions and operating conditions are given in Table 1.38

Additional relations are given in Appendix A.39

1.2. Mass transfer resistances in the FTS40

SBCs are gas-liquid-solid contactors. It is thus important to facilitate efficient trans-41

fer of mass and energy between the phases. A key element in the FTS is the transfer42

of reactants from inside the gas bubble, via the liquid phase and into the catalyst43

pores as illustrated in Figure 2. The resistances are (1) transport of reactants from44

bulk gas phase to gas-liquid interface, (2) transport of reactants from gas-liquid in-45
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terface to the bulk liquid, (3) transport of the reactants to the catalyst surface, (4)46

intra-particle diffusion of reactants into the pores of the catalyst, (5) adsorption of47

reactants on the active sites of the catalyst and (6) surface reaction of reactants48

to yield products (Kohler, 1986). The diffusion coefficient, which the mass transfer49

coefficient generally depends on, is much larger for gases than for liquids. Thus the50

gas-film resistance (1) is much smaller than the liquid-film resistance (2). With the51

reactor operating in the heterogeneous or churn-turbulent regime, the resistance of52

the transport through the liquid bulk phase can be considered small (Basha et al.,53

2015). Dorling et al. (1948) found that the catalytic activity for iron catalysts for54

the FTS was confined to a layer of 75 µm. This has been taken as evidence that for55

catalyst particles of size less than 150 µm, intra-particle diffusion resistance (4) is56

small (Satterfield and Huff, 1980). The liquid-side mass transfer coefficient is thus57

the dominating resistance to mass transfer in the FTS, as also concluded by other58

authors (Basha et al., 2015; Calderbank et al., 1963; Kohler, 1986; Satterfield and59

Huff, 1980), and the overall resistance from inside the gas bubble to converted prod-60

ucts is mainly the sum of the mass transfer resistance and the kinetic resistance;61

(5)+(6). It is noted that also the liquid density and the solubility of the species to62

be transported are of relevance.63

1.3. Mass transfer modeling64

The mass transfer of species s across a liquid film is commonly modeled as a product65

of the interfacial area, the mass transfer coefficient and the driving force across the66

liquid film:67

Γs = aLkL,sρL(ω∗L,s − ωL,s) (4)

where aL is the gas-liquid interfacial area, kL,s the liquid-phase mass transfer coef-68

ficient, ρL the liquid density and ω∗L,s,ωL,s the weight fractions of species s at the69

interface and in the bulk liquid, respectively. aL and kL,s or their product kL,saL are70

generally system dependent and must be parameterized with the use of experimental71

data relevant for the system studied. Many experimental studies are reported for72

(slurry) bubble columns, but very few for high pressures and temperatures (Basha73
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et al., 2015; Rollbusch et al., 2015). Furthermore, most studies are carried out with74

water as the liquid phase (Rollbusch et al., 2015). It follows that aL and kL,s are no-75

toriously difficult to determine for the FTS operated at industrial conditions – which76

are typically temperatures of 473–513 K for high molecular mass products (Dry,77

2002) and pressures around 3 MPa.78

One step on the way to tackle the challenge in determining the volumetric mass trans-79

fer coefficient kL,saL is to use a population balance approach. This model describes80

the evolution of a mass or number density of bubbles in the reactor. The interfacial81

area aL can then be calculated from moments of the density function and the problem82

is reduced to finding an empirical expression for the mass transfer coefficient kL,s.83

The PBE is described in the textbooks by e.g. Jakobsen (2014); Ramkrishna (2000);84

Randolph and Larson (1988). A recent review of its foundation is found in Solsvik85

and Jakobsen (2015).86

Knowledge about the number or mass of bubbles as function of their size and location87

allows for an interfacial area as a function of bubble size. Further, as different88

bubble sizes have different residence times due to the size-dependent momentum89

transfer, in particular the drag force, it is natural to consider bubble size dependent90

weight fractions – and possibly also bubble size dependent temperatures. Combined91

with a PBE this enables detailing the species mass transfer term in Eq. (4) with a92

size-dependent concentration gradient. For a cross-sectionally averaged model this93

yields:94

fd(z, ξ)γs(z, ξ) =
fd(z, ξ)A(ξ)

ρG(z, ξ)V (ξ)
kL,s(z, ξ)ρL(ω∗L,s(z)− ωL,s(z)) (5)

where fd(z, ξ) is the mass density of bubbles of diameter ξ at location z at time95

t, γs(z, ξ) is the bubble size dependent mass transfer term for species s, ρG(z, ξ) is96

the gas density, A(ξ) is the bubble surface area, V (ξ) is the bubble volume and the97

interfacial concentration is approximated as:98

ω∗L,s(z) ≈ 1

Ks

ωG,s(z, ξ) (6)
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where Ks is a gas-liquid equilibrium constant for species s.99

1.4. Previous work100

Numerous modeling studies have been reported for the FTS, a recent overview is101

provided by Basha et al. (2015). Two previous studies are found in the literature102

for multiphase-PBE models applied to the FTS. Troshko and Zdravistch (2009) com-103

bined a sectional PBE (i.e. with the density function divided into discrete size classes)104

with two-fluid Eulerian equations in ANSYS-Fluent at isothermal conditions. The105

liquid and solid phases were assumed to be perfectly mixed. A bubble size aver-106

aged velocity was applied in the dispersed phase momentum equation. Basha et al.107

(2016) modeled the FTS in an SBC in ANSYS-Fluent using an Eulerian multiphase108

approach. The PBE was applied to keep track of the change in bubble size due to109

coalescence and breakage through a density function. A bubble size averaged velocity110

was applied in the dispersed phase momentum equation. The species mass equations111

were not reported, but the total mass transfer term was modeled using a previously112

developed empirical expression for the volumetric liquid-phase mass transfer coeffi-113

cient (kLa). Thus the impact of the bubble size distribution on the interfacial area114

and subsequently mass transfer was not fully taken into account. In both Basha115

et al. (2016) and (Troshko and Zdravistch, 2009) the turbulence was included with116

use of the k-ε model. Vik et al. (2015) applied a cross-sectionally averaged continu-117

ous multifluid-PBE model as derived by Dorao (2006); Nayak et al. (2011); Patruno118

(2010); Solsvik and Jakobsen (2014) to the FTS. This model extends the study by Vik119

et al. (2015) with the multifluid-PBE model derived in Vik et al. (2018) with bubble120

size dependent composition and temperature.121

In order to study mass transfer, the resistance of mass transfer in comparison to122

other resistances must be significant. The relative importance of mass transfer versus123

kinetic limitations for the FTS has been a subject of dispute (Deckwer et al., 1981a,b;124

Quicker and Deckwer, 1981; Satterfield and Huff, 1980, 1981). Inga and Morsi (1996)125

studied the relative importance of mass transfer using computer simulations and126

found that at high solids loading the process is driven into a mass transfer-controlled127
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regime. The maximum reactor performance was found at 37-40 wt% solids in gas-128

free slurry. The review by Wang et al. (2007) addressed this discussion and pointed129

out that for high reactor productivity, high gas superficial velocities and high solids130

concentration are advantageous. However, mass transfer may become a rate-limiting131

step at these operating conditions. In a recent study, Sehabiague and Morsi (2013a)132

used computer simulations applying various kinetic expressions for iron and cobalt133

catalysts. The results were again that at high solids concentrations, the reactor134

operated is in a mass-transfer controlled regime.135

Sehabiague and Morsi (2013b) measured the product kLa and bubble size distribu-136

tions in actual Fischer-Tropsch cuts. Basha et al. (2015) reviewed correlations for137

kLa applicable to SBC. Most studies in the review by Basha et al. (2015) study kLa,138

called the volumetric liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient. Furthermore, in experi-139

mental investigations such as those reported by Sehabiague and Morsi (2013b) only140

the averaged kLa value for the entire bubble bed is reported.141

1.5. The originality of this work142

The aim of this study is to describe how, in mass transfer limited processes such as143

the FTS in an SBC, bubble composition varies depending on bubble size. Previous144

work was mostly focused on the column average value of the volumetric mass transfer145

coefficient kLa and a composition which was independent of bubble size.146

In this work a local and bubble size dependent interfacial area aL is calculated directly147

from the PBE and combined with a local value of kL. In this way mass transfer as a148

function of bubble size and spatial location can be quantified. With the mass transfer149

term defined as in Eq. (5) a local mass transfer coefficient which depends explicitly150

on bubble size kL(z, ξ) can be utilized. Literature correlations for kL for the FTS,151

including those which depend on bubble size, are combined with a range of values for152

the inlet Sauter-mean diameter (SMD) ds to study the impact of bubble size on mass153

transfer limitations in the FTS operated in an SBC at industrial conditions.154
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2. Volumetric mass transfer theory155

2.1. The gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient156

Discussions of mass transfer theories can be found in e.g. Beenackers and Van Swaaij157

(1993); Han et al. (2011, 2016); Jakobsen (2014); Kulkarni (2007) and Nedeltchev158

(2017). Selected mass transfer theories are illustrated in Figure 3 and briefly sum-159

marized in the sequel. Early models include the stagnant film models by Nernst160

(1904) and Lewis and Whitman (1924), deriving kL from Fick’s law. Higbie (1935)161

and Danckwerts (1951) considered a renewal of the liquid side of the interface by162

introducing the surface renewal theory and the slip penetration theory, respectively.163

By coupling the mass transfer equation with the momentum equation and assum-164

ing idealized flow conditions an analytical solution for the mass transfer coefficient165

can be obtained through the Sherwood, Reynolds and Schmidt numbers. The solid166

sphere model by Frössling (1938) and the laminar boundary layer analysis are both167

examples of this approach and are similar in form, but represent different flow sit-168

uations. Frössling (1938) describes flow around a sphere and the laminar boundary169

layer analysis describes laminar flow along a flat wall. The eddy models formulate kL170

as a function of the turbulence in the liquid phase. Rzehak (2016) broadly classified171

mass transfer models into two types, based on whether i) laminar or (ii) turbulent172

mechanisms determined the mass transfer. Following the classification by Rzehak173

(2016) the eddy models as indicated in Figure 3 represent turbulent models and the174

rest would be laminar.175

Table 2 summarizes factors which influence the value of kL. For our work two issues176

are of particular importance; factors which govern the bubble size dependency of kL177

and factors which indicate whether the correlation is applicable to FTS conditions178

(Table 1). These will be discussed in the sequel.179

2.1.1. Factors relevant for bubble size180

The factors which relate the liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient kL to bubble size181

are the contact time, the internal circulation in the bubble, the relative velocity182
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between the bubble and the liquid, the level of contamination or surface agents,183

the surface mobility and the bubble shape. As the mass transfer correlations differ184

with respect to the factors they depend on (as highlighted in Rzehak (2016)), the185

discussion in the sequel applies only to the gas-liquid mass transfer correlation in186

which the factor discussed is actually included in the correlation.187

The contact time is the time that a liquid element is in contact with the gas-liquid188

interface and thus the time that the liquid element is available to exchange mass with189

the gaseous phase, such as a bubble. Smaller bubbles tend to have a lower velocity190

than larger bubbles as smaller bubbles have less buoyancy forces relative to their191

drag forces. Smaller bubbles thus have a longer contact time. According to Higbie192

(1935) a longer contact time decreases kL as the driving force across the gas-liquid193

interface decreases. With respect to contact time kL thus decreases with decreasing194

bubble size.195

The term internal circulation refers to the mixing process inside the bubble. Perfect196

mixing (as assumed in the study by Higbie (1935)) yields a higher value for kL than197

the case with no mixing (as was assumed in the ”solid sphere” model in the study198

by Frössling (1938)). In general, larger bubbles experience more deviations from199

spherical shape and thus more stretching and deformation which again encourages200

internal circulation. Larger bubbles thus have better internal circulation. With201

respect to internal circulation kL thus decreases with decreasing bubble size.202

In a contaminated system the interface properties between the dispersed and the203

continuous phases are altered due to surface agents or other substances. Contami-204

nation immobilizes a surface (Olsen et al., 2017) and thus decreases kL as it reduces205

surface mobility and renewal, increasing the contact time. Smaller bubbles are more206

easily contaminated (Calderbank and Moo-Young, 1961) and thus their surface is207

more easily immobilized. With respect to contamination smaller kL thus decreases208

with decreasing bubble size.209

The influence of bubble shape on kL was discussed in the studies by e.g. Nedeltchev210

(2017) and Olsen et al. (2017). The bubble shape strongly influences the drag force211
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on the bubble and thus on the relative velocity between the bubble and the liquid212

through the drag coefficient (e.g. Tomiyama (1998)). The relative velocity is a func-213

tion of bubble size. For air-water systems the relative velocity increases sharply as214

the bubble size increases to about 2 mm, where the bubble shape transition from215

spherical to elliptical shape takes place. After 2 mm the relative velocity increases216

with a smaller but still positive slope, as increasing bubble size results in increasing217

buoyancy and thus higher bubble velocity. In the correlations where kL depends on218

the drag coefficient, the shape of the drag coefficient profile influences kL.219

2.1.2. Factors relevant for the FTS220

The characteristics of the FTS in an SBC (Table 1) which influence the value of221

kL are outlined in the sequel. The composition of the FTS liquid phase and the222

addition of solids leads to an increased continuous phase viscosity, which in turn223

reduces kL (Yang et al., 2001). Furthermore, the solid particles may stick to the224

gas-liquid bubble interface and thus reduce the available interfacial area for mass225

transfer (Beenackers and Van Swaaij, 1993) and affect the thickness of the liquid226

film surrounding the bubble (Beenackers and Van Swaaij, 1993). As the solids frac-227

tion is very high in this study, the impact of solids is discussed in Appendix B. In228

short, the net effect of high solids fractions is likely to be reduced breakage and in-229

creased coalescence due to different mechanisms. The consequences for the terminal230

velocity involves knowledge on the surface chemistry of the solid, liquid and gaseous231

phases.232

Studies involving mass transfer at elevated pressure were summarized by Rollbusch233

et al. (2015). They reported that some studies, such as that of Han and Al-Dahhan234

(2007) showed a slight negative effect of pressure on kL, whilst other studies showed235

little effect. Fukuma et al. (1987) found that kL is almost independent of pressure.236

The influence of temperature on kL can be taken into account through the diffusion237

coefficient; either relying on the film theory (kL ∝ DL) or the penetration theory238

(kL ∝ D
1/2
L ). Hughmark (1967a) found that kL was smaller for bubble swarms than239

for single bubbles. Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) found that kL decreased with240
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dispersion height due to higher residence time and thus more time for the system241

to become contaminated. Han et al. (2011) reported increasing kL with increasing242

turbulent dissipation rate ε.243

A suggestion for the most important factors to look for when searching the literature244

for a mass transfer correlation for the FTS at industrial conditions is thus tempera-245

ture, superficial gas velocity / gas flow rate, level of liquid turbulence (connected to246

column diameter), addition of solids and liquid properties.247

2.2. Gas-liquid mass transfer correlations248

As no general mass transfer correlation can be found for the design of SBCs (Nedeltchev,249

2017) one is left to survey the correlations available and select the most appropriate250

according to the parameters for the process. For complex systems which deviate251

from air-water systems at ambient conditions, it is common to develop correlations252

instead of using theoretical models for the liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient. The253

correlations rely on experimental results and are in general only applicable for the254

particular system they were designed for.255

In this study twelve mass transfer correlations were found in the literature with ap-256

plication to the FTS, some also with dependency on bubble size in focus. These are257

given in Table 3. The mass transfer correlations were organized into four groups.258

The correlations in the first group of five correlations (Higbie (1935), Frössling259

(1938), Hughmark (1967a), Hughmark (1967b) and Brauer (1981)) depend on the260

single bubble size explicitly and were categorized as termed single bubble correla-261

tions. The members of the second group (Akita and Yoshida (1974), Fukuma et al.262

(1987)) depends on the SMD of the entire bubble swarm and termed SMD corre-263

lations. The third group (Fortescue and Pearson (1967), Lamont and Scott (1970)264

and Han et al. (2011)) were termed turbulent models as they relate kL to the level of265

turbulence of the liquid phase. The final group was simply denoted ”other correla-266

tions” and comprises the widely used model by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961)267

and the FTS-specific correlation by Yang et al. (2001). In addition, two experimen-268

tal values (from Deckwer et al. (1980) and from Vandu and Krishna (2004)) for the269
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liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient for CO in FTS liquids were included. The re-270

sulting kL values for the conditions in Table 1 are shown in Figure 4. All correlations271

are shown in the same plot – with bubble size on the horizontal axis – to compare272

their magnitudes. The mass transfer correlations which do not explicitly depend on273

bubble size are thus shown as horizontal lines.274

The single bubble size correlations all show a maximum value for bubble diameters275

slightly below 2 mm. For smaller diameters kL decreases. For larger values of kL the276

value either i) slightly decreases and then increases (in the correlations by (Brauer,277

1981; Hughmark, 1967a)) or ii) decreases (in the correlations by (Frössling, 1938;278

Higbie, 1935)). The correlation by Frössling (1938) represents the smallest kL value279

among the single bubble correlations. The correlation by Higbie (1935) represents280

the largest of the single bubble correlations. The correlations by Hughmark (1967a)281

and Brauer (1981) have similar shape as they are functions of the same variables, but282

with a different value for the fitting parameters. Including the models by Calderbank283

et al. (1963) in this discussion, the trend is a maximum kL value at about 2 mm with284

a decrease in kL for bubbles with a diameter of less than 2 mm. Thus when describing285

a system with many bubbles of size 2 mm and smaller, a bubble size dependent value286

for kL can be necessary. For larger bubbles the single bubble size correlations are a287

weaker function of bubble size.288

The SMD dependent correlations by Akita and Yoshida (1974) and Fukuma et al.289

(1987) both increase with increasing SMD. The slope is larger in the correlation290

by Fukuma et al. (1987) than in the correlation by Akita and Yoshida (1974). For291

bubble diameters of 5 mm the difference is a factor of two, but for bubble diameters of292

12 mm the predictions are almost identical. Although the bubble size dependency in293

these correlations is given as an average bubble size for the entire bubble population,294

in contrast to the single bubble correlations discussed above, the correlations by Akita295

and Yoshida (1974) and Fukuma et al. (1987) suggest an opposite trend compared296

to the correlations proposed by Brauer (1981) and Hughmark (1967a).297

The turbulent correlations (Fortescue and Pearson (1967), Lamont and Scott (1970)298

and Han et al. (2011)) do not depend explicitly on bubble size. An important299
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quantity in the turbulent models is the eddy size, which is discussed briefly in the300

sequel. A suitable review of the necessary turbulence theory is provided in Solsvik301

and Jakobsen (2016).302

The key quantities in the turbulent mass transfer correlations are the smallest eddy303

length scale η (Kolmogorov scale) and the length scale of the energy containing eddies304

L (integral scale). The smallest length scale is defined in terms of the turbulence305

dissipation rate ε, which for bubble columns (in the absence of a more sophisti-306

cated quantification) can be approximated in terms of the inlet superficial velocity307

multiplied with the gravity acceleration. The length scale L, however, is not straight-308

forward to determine. A natural approximation in the case of a bubble column with309

cooling rods, such as the FTS operated in an SBC, is to let L be the distance between310

the cooling rods. However, another possible approximation of the integral scale may311

be to set it equal to the hydraulic diameter of the column. The impact of the chosen312

approximation of the length scale L on the kL value determined by the turbulent313

mass transfer coefficients by Fortescue and Pearson (1967); Han et al. (2011); Lam-314

ont and Scott (1970) is illustrated in Figure 5 as a function of turbulent dissipation315

rate. Circular markers indicate kL values with channel width as the length scale L316

and no markers indicate kL values with column hydraulic diameter as the length scale317

L. The correlations by Fortescue and Pearson (1967) and Han et al. (2011) show a318

reduction in kL of close to a factor of 2 by choosing the hydraulic diameter instead319

of the channel width as the length scale L. This is a large discrepancy and should320

be given attention when using turbulent mass transfer correlations. The correlation321

by Lamont and Scott (1970) does not depend on L.322

The length scale in the correlation by Yang et al. (2001) is neither the bubble size nor323

the eddy size, but in fact the column diameter to the power of −1. As the column324

diameter in their study was as low as 0.04 m the application of their correlation to a325

large column such as that in this case (Table 1) results in an unlikely low value for326

kL. Their correlation is thus not considered further here.327
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2.3. Selection of liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient correlations for the FTS328

The applicability of the correlations in Table 3 to the FTS in an SBC at the con-329

ditions described in Table 1 is addressed here. The correlation by Frössling (1938)330

was developed for droplets in air and is thus not applicable for bubbles in liquid, as331

is the case in FTS. The correlation by Yang et al. (2001) was developed in a too332

small column to be considered for industrial applications. The FTS conditions in333

Table 1 are outside the validity ranges specified for the correlations by Hughmark334

(1967a) and Fukuma et al. (1987). The FTS conditions are within the validity limits335

for the correlations by Higbie (1935), Akita and Yoshida (1974), Fortescue and Pear-336

son (1967), Lamont and Scott (1970) and Brauer (1981) (please find dimensionless337

numbers in Appendix C.). This is a judgment made by the authors as the limits338

were not necessarily clearly stated, in particular in the study by Higbie (1935). The339

before-mentioned correlations were neither developed for paraffin-like liquids nor in340

the presence of solids which represents a weakness for application to the FTS. The341

correlation by Han et al. (2011) was validated for turbulent dissipation rates up to342

0.5 m2/s3, but in our case the dissipation rate is estimated to be 2.55 m2/s3. With343

the widest selection of gases (including e.g. H2) and liquids (including e.g. paraffin344

waxes) the correlation by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) appears most rele-345

vant among those in Table 3 as it takes the largest number of relevant factors into346

account.347

It should be noted that none of the correlations in Table 3 are validated for all of348

the most important factors for the kL for the FTS in the SBC at industrial condi-349

tions, as stated in Section 2.1.2. In the simulations in this study one representative350

mass transfer correlation from each group is employed. These are the correlations351

by: Higbie (1935) (single bubble diameter correlation), Akita and Yoshida (1974)352

(SMD correlation), Han et al. (2011) (turbulent correlation) and the ”small” bubble353

correlation by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961). In the article of Calderbank and354

Moo-Young (1961) are provided two correlations; one for ”small” bubbles and one355

for ”large” bubbles. The ”small” bubble correlation is stated to be most appropriate356

for industrial flows with large dispersion heights and a significant amount of contam-357
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inants (Calderbank and Moo-Young, 1961) and is thus applied here. In addition, to358

cover the range of kL values reported for the FTS in the literature, the experimen-359

tal values of kL = 0.2 mm/s (Deckwer et al., 1980) and kL = 3 mm/s (Vandu and360

Krishna, 2004) are included.361

2.4. Bubble sizes in the FTS362

Authors have suggested widely different values for the SMD of the bubbles in the363

FTS operated in an SBC. Deckwer et al. (1980) reported a SMD of ds = 0.7 mm for364

N2 in paraffin with Al2O3 at pressures up to 1.1 MPa, a temperature of up to 543365

K, catalyst weight fraction φS (wt% solids in gas-free slurry) up to 0.16 and usG up366

to 0.04 m/s (homogeneous flow regime). Vandu and Krishna (2004) found that the367

main transport of reactants was performed by the ”large” bubbles with diameters368

of as large as 20-70 mm. Their system was air in C9-C11 at usG up to 0.4 m/s369

(heterogeneous flow regime) with a catalyst weight fraction φS (wt% solids per wt370

gas free slurry) of up to 0.25. Sehabiague and Morsi (2013a) measured ds in actual371

Fischer-Tropsch cuts and found ds to vary between 3 mm and 20 mm. Pressure372

varied from 1–3 MPa, temperature up to 500 K, superficial gas velocity of 0.14-0.26373

m/s and catalyst volume fraction ψS of 0-20 vol% solids per volume of gas-free slurry.374

Note that a volume fraction ψS = 20 vol% corresponds to about a weight fraction of375

φS = 5-10 wt% (depending on the solid skeleton density) as the solid generally has376

a higher density than the liquid.377

To investigate the effect of bubble size on mass transfer five different inlet SMD will378

be simulated in this work; ds = 5 mm, ds = 8 mm, ds = 10 mm, ds = 15 mm and379

ds = 20 mm.380

To illustrate the effect of a bubble size dependent kL value, two models for kL with381

the same mean but with different dependency on ξ are required. As no such pair of382

models were found in the literature it was constructed for illustrative purposes and383

shown in Figure 6.384
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3. Multifluid-PBE model385

The multifluid-PBE model used in this work was described in a previous paper (Vik386

et al., 2018). In order to simulate the FTS in an SBC with liquid and solids387

phases along with the dispersed phase within a reasonable time frame, the combined388

multifluid-PBE model equations are simplified to 1D in space by cross-sectional av-389

eraging. The implemented equations for the dispersed phase are given below.390

3.1. Implemented equations391

The equation of change for total mass is given as:392

∂(fd(z, ξ)vz(z, ξ))

∂z
+
∂(fd(z, ξ)vξ(z, ξ))

∂ξ
= fd(z, ξ)γ(z, ξ) + Sm(z, ξ) (7)

where fdγ is a mass transfer term and Sm is the source term due to coalescence and393

breakage. The boundary conditions are given as:394

fd|z=0 = fd,in

fd|ξ=ξmin
= 0

(8)

where fd,in is given as a normal distribution:395

fd,in =
A

σ
√

2π
exp

[
(−(ξ − ξ)2/(2σ2))

]
(9)

The growth flux vξfd is set to zero at the ξ boundaries so that no bubbles enter or396

leave the domain through growth. The equation of change for species mass is given397

by:398

∂[fd(z, ξ)vz(z, ξ)ωG,s(z, ξ)]

∂z
+
∂[fd(z, ξ)vξ(z, ξ)ωG,s(z, ξ)]

∂ξ

=
∂

∂z

[
fd(z, ξ)DG,z,eff

∂ωG,s(z, ξ)

∂z

]
− fd(z, ξ)γs(z, ξ) + Smωs

(10)
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where fdγs is the mass transfer term for species s. The boundary conditions are399

given as:400

ωG,s|z=0 = ωG,s,in

ωG,s|ξ=ξmin
= KsωL,s(z)

∂ωG,s
∂z
|z=zmax = 0

(11)

The second boundary condition in Eq. (11) implies that the smallest bubbles with401

diameter ξmin are assumed to be in gas-vapor equilibrium with the liquid phase at402

all times. Maretto and Krishna (1999) describe how bubbles of size 1-10 mm are403

entrained in the liquid phase. Entrained bubbles reach an equilibrium with the404

surrounding liquid relatively quickly as they travel along with the same segment of405

liquid most of the time. Although evidence suggests that bubbles of size 10 mm are406

too large to be trapped in the liquid phase, the chosen minimum bubble size limit407

of 0.1 mm is set well below the suggested value and thus believed to be reasonable.408

Eq. (10) was solved for all 12 species; CO, H2, H2O, CO2, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5-C12,409

C13-C22, C23-C30 and C31+. The continuous (liquid phase) equation of change for410

species mass is given in Appendix A.2.411

The dispersed phase equation of change for momentum is given by:412

fd(z, ξ)vz(z, ξ)
∂vz(z, ξ)

∂z
+ fd(z, ξ)vξ(z, ξ)

∂vz(z, ξ)

∂ξ

=
∂

∂z

[
fd(z, ξ)

µG,z,eff

ρG(z, ξ)

∂vz(z, ξ)

∂z

]
+ fd(z, ξ)FG,z(z, ξ) + Smvz

(12)

with the boundary conditions:413

vz|z=0 = vG,in

vz|ξ=ξmin
= vL(z)

∂vz
∂z
|z=zmax = 0

(13)
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where the smallest bubbles are assumed to have the same velocity as the liquid. The414

equation of change for temperature is given by:415

fd(z, ξ)Cp(z, ξ)vz(z, ξ)
∂TG(z, ξ)

∂z
+ fd(z, ξ)Cp(z, ξ)vξ(z, ξ)

∂TG(z, ξ)

∂ξ

=
∂

∂z

[
fd(z, ξ)

λG,z,eff

ρG(z, ξ)

∂TG(z, ξ)

∂z

]
+ fd(z, ξ)qG,z(z, ξ) + Smh

(14)

where fd(z, ξ)qG,z(z, ξ) is a heat transfer term. The boundary conditions are given416

as:417

TG|z=0 = TG,in

TG|ξ=ξmin
= TSL(z)

∂TG
∂z
|z=zmax = 0

(15)

where the smallest bubbles are assumed to have the same temperature as the slurry.418

Cross-sectionally averaged equations for the liquid and solid phases can be found419

e.g. in the textbook by Jakobsen (2014) and were applied to the FTS in an SBC in420

a previous publication (Vik et al., 2015). It is noted that one pseudo-homogeneous421

temperature equation is used for the slurry phase as the solid and liquid are assumed422

to have the same temperature. Furthermore, the species mass balance is not relevant423

for the solid phase as a uniform composition is assumed for the solid material of the424

catalyst particle.425

The source terms due to coalescence and breakage in the dispersed phase equations426

of change for species mass, momentum and enthalpy were simplified to be linear427

functions of composition, velocity and enthalpy, respectively (Vik et al., 2018):428

〈Smωs〉 ≈ ωsSm (16)

429

〈Smvz〉 ≈ vzSm (17)
430

〈Smh〉 ≈ hSm (18)
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The simplifications in the previous equations should be replaced by continuous source431

terms which redistribute the species mass, velocity and enthalpy between the bubble432

classes due to coalescence and breakage events. Buffo and Alopaeus (2017) proposed433

a source term on the discrete form for the species mass equation and Krepper et al.434

(2008) have implemented a source term for the distribution of momentum between435

the particle classes (but the explicit model was not given in the article). However,436

as the derivation of these source terms is not evident, it remains as further work to437

develop the continuous form of these terms and implement them into the current438

model.439

3.2. Simulations440

The dispersed phase equations (Eq.s (3)– (7)) combined with the equations for the441

liquid and solid phases and suitable closures were implemented in MATLAB R©. The442

set of model equations was solved using orthogonal collocation. Table 4 lists the443

simulations performed.444

4. Results and discussion445

4.1. Effect of the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient446

The transfer correlations listed in Section 2.3 and their effect on conversion of re-447

actant is shown in Figure 7. The inlet SMD was 10 mm for all simulations and448

the catalyst concentration was 44 vol% solid per gas free slurry. The left plot in449

Figure 7 shows kL and the right plot shows conversion. The smallest kL value of 0.2450

mm/s results in 45 % final (at the reactor outlet) conversion. The highest kL value451

results in a final conversion of 93%, which represents an increase by a factor of two452

compared to the lowest kL values. The correlation by Calderbank and Moo-Young453

(1961) represents a conversion of almost 70%, that by Higbie (1935) a value of closer454

to 80% and finally the correlations by Akita and Yoshida (1974) and Han et al.455

(2011) yield a final conversion of 85% and 88%, respectively. With a range of 20 per-456

centage points between the smallest and largest correlation value for kL and a range457
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of 45 percentage points between the smallest and largest experimental value for kL458

it appears evident that mass transfer limitations play a role for the FTS operated in459

an SBC at the simulated conditions. Thus an accurate kL value is important.460

4.2. Effect of inlet SMD461

A decrease in inlet SMD increases the interfacial area aL and, if the process is mass462

transfer limited, increases conversion. The inlet gas volume fraction and inlet gas463

superficial velocity were kept constant at α0
G = 0.5 and vs,0z = α0

Gv
0
z = 0.26 m/s.464

Figure 8 shows the conversion of CO for inlet ds of 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20 mm. The465

conversion is 85% for an inlet SMD of 5 mm, decreasing steadily to just below 40%466

for an inlet SMD of 20 mm. The decrease in final conversion with increasing bubble467

diameter is approximately linear, as shown in Figure 9. Thus for the simulated468

conditions the bubble size is important for mass transfer efficiency.469

4.3. Bubble size dependent composition470

Conversion of CO as a function of both reactor location and bubble size for kL values471

0.2 mm/s, 0.4 mm/s and 3 mm/s are shown in Figure 10. For kL = 0.2 mm/s the472

weight fraction of CO in the dispersed phase is a strong function of bubble size. The473

smallest bubble size is in equilibrium with the liquid phase at all times and thus close474

to zero as all the reactants are consumed close to the outlet. The smallest bubbles475

except the boundary condition have a weight fraction of reactant of 0.1 at the reactor476

outlet. The largest bubbles have a weight fraction of reactant of more than 0.5. Thus477

as also indicated in Figure 7, kL = 0.2 mm/s results in a mass transfer limited system478

in which the bubble composition is a strong function of bubble size. For kL = 0.4479

mm/s the largest bubbles have slightly less reactant remaining – a weight fraction of480

0.4. The bubble size dependency is strong also in this case, i.e. the kL value predicted481

by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) yields a mass transfer limited system for the482

current process conditions. In contrast, kL = 3 mm/s shows an approximately flat483

weight fraction profile of CO as a function of bubble size at the outlet of the reactor.484
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Thus with a kL value of 3 mm/s there are no detectable mass transfer limitations in485

the system and the bubble size is unimportant with respect to conversion.486

4.4. Bubble size dependency of the liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient487

The dependency of kL on bubble size was discussed in Section 2.1.1 and 2.2. The488

mass transfer γs(z, ξ) is a function of both the axial location in the reactor and489

bubble size as shown for the reactant CO in Figures 11–13. Figure 11 compares490

the local mass transfer term for the mass transfer correlations by Calderbank and491

Moo-Young (1961) an Higbie (1935). As seen in Figure 4 the correlation by Higbie492

(1935) takes on a maximum value for bubble diameters around 2 mm whilst the493

correlation by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) is not a function of bubble size.494

This can be observed in Figure 11 as the mass transfer for the bubble sizes below 5495

mm diameter is larger in the lower plot (Higbie) than in the upper plot (Calderbank496

and Moo-Young). The effect of the bubble size dependency of kL on conversion is497

overshadowed by the fact that the kL value by Higbie (1935) is higher than the value498

by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961). Furthermore, the SMD is as large as 10 mm499

in the simulations which means that the number of bubbles of size around 2 mm is500

close to zero. Thus an effect of the bubble size dependency of kL is better observed501

for systems with smaller bubble sizes.502

Figure 12 compares the local mass transfer term for the kL values predicted by Calder-503

bank and Moo-Young (1961) with that of Akita and Yoshida (1974). Recalling Fig-504

ure 4 the correlation by Akita and Yoshida (1974) predicts a larger kL by a factor505

two to three for the relevant bubble size range. This can be seen in Figure 12 as506

a higher mass transfer flux closer to the inlet and a decrease in the mass transfer507

flux towards the outlet as most of the reactant is consumed. As kL decreases when508

ds decreases in the correlation by Akita and Yoshida (1974) the decrease in bubble509

size both due to bubble breakage and the reduction of number of moles of gas in the510

bubble contributes to a further decrease in mass transfer towards the outlet.511

Finally, the mass transfer predictions with the two extreme kL values from Deckwer512

et al. (1980) and Vandu and Krishna (2004) are compared in Figure 13. With the513
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high kL value from Vandu and Krishna (2004) even the larger bubbles close to 15 mm514

are characterized with high mass transfer rates close to the inlet of the reactor. The515

high mass transfer rates for CO decrease significantly towards the outlet, as most of516

the reactant is consumed. The mass transfer with the low value for kL from Deckwer517

(1980) results in a rather flat profile in the axial direction, as the mass transfer rate518

is so low that the amount of remaining reactant keeps large throughout the reactor.519

The mass transfer rate is larger for the smaller bubbles than the large ones due to520

their higher interfacial area per volume.521

It was seen from Figure 4 that kL, when it does depend on bubble size, has a max-522

imum at bubble diameters of about 2 mm and rapidly decreases below 2 mm. Fur-523

thermore, Figure 9 showed that the conversion increased from about 40% for inlet524

SMD of 20 mm to almost 90% for inlet SMD of 5 mm. This indicates that mass525

transfer limitations are becoming much less important for bubble sizes below 2 mm.526

Thus the bubble size dependency of kL, which is most prominent around and below527

2 mm, is not likely to be important at the current operating conditions. However, for528

processes with large mass transfer limitations also at 2 mm bubble sizes, the bubble529

size dependency of kL may become important.530

kL as a function of bubble size may also become important if the size dependency of531

kL is more prominent at larger bubble sizes. For illustration purposes two constructed532

models for kL with equal mean and opposite slopes (Figure 6) were applied in the533

study. The effect on composition and subsequently conversion is shown in Figures 14534

and 15. The interfacial area and mean kL were identical in the two cases. Figure 14535

shows that the composition in the bubbles larger than approximately 8 mm are536

affected by the size dependency of kL. Compared to model 1, model 2, with an537

increasing slope as a function of bubble size, shows less remaining reactant. Model538

3, with a decreasing slope in kL as a function of bubble size, results in more remaining539

reactant in the larger bubbles. The consequence on conversion is shown in Figure 15.540

Figure 15 shows that the model with increasing slope yields higher conversion than541

the model with decreasing slope. This result is due to that more bubbles of size above542

7.5 mm diameter are present than bubbles of size less than 7.5 mm. Nevertheless,543
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the results show that the bubble size distribution, not only the interfacial area,544

affects conversion - as the interfacial area and kL, and thus kLa was equal in the two545

illustrative cases. In other words, the multifluid-PBE model applied in this study546

provides more information than the models using an average value for kL or a or547

even kLa.548

5. Conclusion549

The results with kL = 0.4 mm/s (Calderbank and Moo-Young, 1961) show that the550

FTS is mass transfer limited at the simulated conditions. The impact of bubble size551

on conversion is thus important and the conversion increases linearly with decreasing552

inlet SMD – from about 40% for ds = 20 mm to almost 90% for ds = 5 mm.553

A review of correlations for kL for the FTS in an SBC was performed and none554

of the literature correlations take all of the desired conditions for the FTS at in-555

dustrial conditions (temperature, superficial gas velocity, addition of solids, large556

column diameter and liquid properties) into account. Among the correlations found,557

the correlation by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) took most of the factors into558

account.559

As the process is mass transfer limited at the current conditions, the choice of mass560

transfer correlation is crucial. Conversion ranges from 45% to 92% for ds =10 mm561

depending on the choice of kL value. Composition was a strong function of bub-562

ble size in the case of the smaller kL values, as expected. For the high kL values563

the composition was not a function of bubble size, but for the smaller values the564

difference in composition for the smallest and largest bubbles was significant. The565

larger bubbles were in a mass transfer limited regime, whilst the smaller were not.566

The multifluid-PBE model with size dependent composition provides insight into the567

importance of modeling the bubble size distribution.568

The dependency of bubble diameter on kL for the single bubble and the SMD correla-569

tions show opposite trends as a function of bubble size. This deserves further atten-570

tion. The bubble size dependency was not fully utilized in this study as mass transfer571
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limitations diminished for inlet SMD below 5 mm. But for strongly mass transfer572

limited processes the multifluid-PBE model with bubble size dependent weight frac-573

tions can give valuable information.574

The multifluid-PBE model applied in this study predicted different results for the575

two models for kL which would in traditional models (with kL not being a function576

of bubble size) give identical results. In this illustrative case increasing slope yielded577

higher conversion than decreasing slope. The results show that the bubble size578

distribution, not only the interfacial area, has an impact on the conversion, as the579

interfacial area and mean kL were identical in the two cases but yielded different580

conversion.581

As the value of kL was found to be important and the bubble size dependency of kL,582

indicated in the literature kL models, was partly contradictory, a natural suggestion583

for further work is to improve the local and bubble size dependent model for kL and584

its ability to capture the underlying physics.585
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Nomenclature801

Latin letters802

A [m2] bubble surface area

A [kg m−1 m−3] amplitude of fd,in,

A =
∑

ξ

αG,in(ξ)ρG,in(ξ)σ
√

(2π)

exp[−(ξ−ξ)2/(2σ2)]Wξ(ξ)

a [kmole s−1(kg

cat)−1Pa−2]

kinetic parameter

aL [m2 m−3] interface area for gas-liquid interface

b [Pa−1] kinetic parameter

Cp [J K−1 kg−1] heat capacity

Ds [m2s−1] diffusion coefficient for species s

DC [m] reactor inner diameter

DG,z,eff [m2 s−1] effective axial dispersion coefficient

DH [m] reactor hydraulic diameter

Dt [m] distance between cooling tubes

ds [m] Sauter-mean diameter

dS [m] solids average particle diameter

fd [kg m−1 m−3] mass density function

FG,z [kg m s−2] cross-sectionally averaged force term

g [m s−1] standard acceleration due to gravity

h [J kg−1] mass averaged enthalpy

H [m] reactor height

n [mol] number of moles

k [m2s−2] turbulent kinetic energy

Ks [-] weight based vapor-liquid equilibrium con-

stant

kL [m s−1] liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient

p [Pa] pressure

qG,z [J kg−1s−1] cross-sectially averaged heat transfer term
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Q [m3 s−1] total flowrate

rCO [kmole s−1(kg

cat)−1]

reaction rate of CO

Sm [kg m−1m−3 s−1] source term due to coalescence and break-

age in the equation of change for mass

Smωs [kg m−1m−3 s−1] source term due to coalescence and break-

age in the equation of change for species

mass

Smvz [kg m−3 s−2] source term due to coalescence and break-

age in the equation of change for momen-

tum

Smh [J m−3 m−1] source term due to coalescence and break-

age in the equation of change for momen-

tum

t [s] time

T [K] temperature

V [m3] volume of bubble

vL [m s−1] cross-sectionally averaged liquid velocity

vz [m s−1] cross-sectionally averaged gas velocity

vξ [m s−1] growth velocity

vt [m s−1] terminal velocity

w [m] wetted perimeter

xs [–] mole fraction of s in the liquid phase

z [m] axial direction

Greek letters803

α [-] volume fraction

γ [s−1] size-dependent mass transfer term

γs [s−1] size-dependent mass transfer term for

species s
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Γs [kg m−3 s−1] mass transfer term for species s

ε [m2s3] volume fraction

η [-] Kolmogorov scale

λG,z,eff [W m−1 K−1] effective turbulent conductivity in spa-

tial space

µ [Pa s] viscosity

µG,z,eff [kg m−1s−1] cross-sectionally averged effective (and

turbulent) viscosity for the gas phase

ν [m2 s] kinematic viscosity

ξ [m] bubble diameter

σ [-] standard deviation for the inlet distri-

bution of fd,in. σ = 10× 10−4

σG−L [N m−1] gas-liquid surface tension

φS [-] weight fraction solids in gas-free slurry

ψS [-] volume fraction solids in gas-free slurry

ρ [kg m−3] density

ωG,s [-] mass fraction of species s in the gas

phase

ωL,s [-] mass fraction of species s in the liquid

phase

Subscripts804

b bubble

c continuous

d dispersed

eff effective

G gas phase

G−L gas-liquid

in inlet

L liquid phase
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L integral scale

max maximum

min minimum

s species s

S solid phase

SL slurry phase

t terminal

z axial (z) direction

λ Taylor scale

Superscripts805

∗ at the interface
0 at the inlet
s superficial

Abbreviations806

BC bubble column

FTS Fischer-Tropsch synthesis

ID inner diameter

PBE population balance equation

PBM population balance model

SBC slurry bubble column

SMD Sauter-mean diameter
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reactants

gaseous products

liquid products 
and solid catalyst

make-up liquid 
and solid catalyst

cooling

sparger

Figure 1: Slurry bubble column (Vik et al., 2015).

1 2 3 4 5+6

bulk liquid

gas

gas film

liquid film

phase boundary

catalyst particle surface

Figure 2: Resistances observed by the reactants on their way to become products in the FTS in a
slurry bubble column (Vik et al., 2015). The liquid film resistance (2), is the most important.
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Table 1: Physical properties, reactor dimensions and operating conditions for the FTS at indus-
trial conditions (LTFT) with a high loading of cobalt catalyst.[1] Sehabiague and Morsi (2013a),
[2] Maretto and Krishna (2001), [3] Sehabiague (2012), [4] Sehabiague et al. (2008), [5] Sehabiague
and Morsi (2013b)(Table 3 for Heavy F-T Cut at 530 K), [6] Post et al. (1989), [7] Yates and
Satterfield (1991), [8] Maretto and Krishna (1999), [9] Erkey et al. (1990).

parameter value reference
Reactor height H 15 m chosen
Reactor inner diameter DC 3 m chosen
Reactor hydraulic diameter DH 0.4 m calc.
Distance between cooling tubes Dt 114 mm [1]
Temperature T 513 K [2]
Pressure p 3 MPa [2]
Bubble size range ξ 0.1 – 25 mm chosen
Inlet bubble Sauter-mean diame-
ter (SMD)

ds 5-15 mm [3]

Gas volume fraction αG 0.5 m3/m3 chosen
Gas density (average) ρG 10 kg/m3 calc.
Gas superficial velocity vsz 0.26 m/s [4]
Gas–liquid surface tension σG−L 0.016 N/m [5]
Liquid volume fraction α0

L 0.28 m3/m3 chosen
Liquid density ρL 687.2 kg/m3 [5]
Liquid viscosity µL 0.6 mPa s [6]
Liquid superficial velocity vsL 0.01 m/s chosen
Solid volume fraction αS 0.22 m3/m3 chosen
Volume fraction catalyst in gas-
free slurry

φS 0.44 kg/kg chosen

Solids skeleton density ρS 3154 kg cat/m3

cat
[7]

Solids average particle diameter dS 72 µm [7]
Solid superficial velocity vsS 8×10−3 m/s chosen
Slurry density ρSL 1800 kg/m3 calc.
Slurry viscosity µSl 0.7 mPa s calc.
H2/CO ratio, inlet nH2/nCO 2 kmol/kmol chosen
Weight fraction CO2, inlet ωCO2 0.1 kg/kg chosen
Turbulent dissipation rate ε 2.55 m2/s3 ε = u0

Gg
Product distribution parameter α 0.9 [8]
Diffusion coefficients Ds [9]
Henry’s law coefficients Ks Appendix D
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Table 2: Factors found in the literature to influence the gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient kL. +
indicates that an increase in the factor gives an increase in the kL value and −− indicates that an
increase in the factor gives a decrease in the kL value. The number of signs indicate the magnitude
of the effect, as evaluated by the authors of this work. ∗ Increase in column diameter leads to more
liquid turbulence, which increases kL Han et al. (2011). For small columns Yang et al. (2001) found
kL to decrease with column width.

factor effect
on kL

reference

increase in contact time τ – e.g. Higbie (1935)
increase in internal circulation in the
bubble

+

increase in relative velocity ur ++ Higbie (1935)
∗ at the

inter-
face

increase in contamination or surface
agents

– Calderbank and Moo-Young
(1961)

increase in surface mobility + Higbie (1935)/ Frössling
(1938) Calderbank and Moo-
Young (1961)

deviation from spherical shape complex Olsen et al. (2017)
increase in liquid (continuous phase)
viscosity

– Yang et al. (2001)

addition of solid particles – Yang et al. (2001), Beenack-
ers and Van Swaaij (1993)

increase in pressure – Shaikh and Al-Dahhan
(2013), Fukuma et al.
(1987) , Rollbusch et al.
(2015)

increase in temperature ++ e.g. Yang et al. (2001)
increase in dispersion height – Calderbank and Moo-Young

(1961)
increase in column diameter ++ / – ∗

bubble swarm compared to single bub-
ble

- Hughmark (1967a)

increase in liquid turbulence ++ Han et al. (2011)
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Table 3: Selected correlations for the liquid side mass transfer coefficient.
author correlation validity range system

Higbie
(1935)

kL = 2
√

D
πτe

, τe = ξ
vt

slightly soluble gases single bubbles in liq-
uid; 3 mm ID test
tube. CO2 in water

Frössling
(1938)

Sh = 2 + 0.6Re
1/2
p Sc1/3,

Sh = kLξ
D

, Rep = urξ
νG

,

Sc = νL
D

0.2 < ξ < 1.8 mm
0.2 < uG < 7 m/s

Nitrobenzene, ani-
line and water
droplets in air

Hughmark
(1967a)

Sh = 2 + 0.0187×[
Re0.494

p Sc0.339
(
ξg1/3

D2/3

)0.072
]1.61

,

Rep = usξ
νL

Tested for 500 <

Re0.494Sc0.339
(
ξg1/3

D2/3

)0.072

<

1500

bubble swarm in a
BC

Hughmark
(1967b)

Sh = A+BRemp Scn Single ”solid spheres” in liquid;
1 < Rep < 10000

single sphere

Brauer
(1981)

Sh = 2 + 0.015Re0.89
p Sc0.70,

Rep = u∞ξ
νL

turbulent mass transfer to non-
spherical bubbles with stochas-
tic deformations of the inter-
face 105 < Sc < 108

single bubble in tur-
bulent liquid

Akita and
Yoshida
(1974)

Sh = 0.5Sc1/2Ga1/4Bo3/8,

Sh = kLdvs
D

,Ga =
gd3vs
ν2
L

,

Bo =
gd2vsρL

σ

Bo < 400
Dc < 0.6 m
εG < 0.3
usG < 0.42 m/s
not suitable for rapid absorption

bubbles in liquid;
square BC, sides
0.077 m and 0.15 m

Fukuma
et al.
(1987)

Sh = 4.5× 10−4Sc0.5Ga0.8Bo−0.2
480 < Sc < 1600
3.2× 105 < Ga < 2.6× 108

1.4 < Bo < 120
bubbles in slurry;
SBC, ID 0.15 m

Fortescue
and Pear-
son (1967)

kL = 1.46
√
D
√

2ε1/3

L2/3 800 < Re < 3000 (laminar),
3000 < Re < 10000 (turbu-
lent)

bubbles in liq-
uid; channel flow
through grid

Lamont
and Scott
(1970)

kL = 0.4
( νL
D

)−1/2
(εν)1/4 5000 < Re < 15000, predicts

within a factor of 2
bubbles in turbulent
pipe flow

Han et al.
(2011)

kλ = 2
π

√
2DA
L

∫ π/2
0

√
cos(φ)dφ

kL =
∫
κ kλE(κ)dκ∫
κ E(κ)dκ

E(κ) = Cε2/3κ−5/3×(
κλe

[(κλe)2+cL]1/2

)5/3+p0

×

exp
(
−β
[
(nη)4 + c4η

]1/4
+ βcη

)
2× 10−4 < ε < 0.5 bubbles in turbu-

lent liquid; BC and
stirred tank

Yang et al.
(2001)

For H2:
Sh = 1.546× 102Eu0.052Re0.076Sc−0.231

For CO:
Sh = 8.748× 102Eu−0.012Re0.024Sc−0.133

Eu = P
ρSL(us

G
)2

, Re =
usGDc
νSL

,

Sc = νSL
D

,Sh = kLDc
D

3.6× 106 < Eu < 1.5× 108

8 < Re < 340
13 < Sc < 270
293 < T < 523 K
1 MPa < p < 5 MPa
0.05 < φS < 0.2
0.002 < usG < 0.02

bubbles in slurry;
SBC, ID 0.037 m

Calderbank
and Moo-
Young
(1961)

For ”small bubbles”, ξ < 2.5mm:

kL = 0.31Sc−2/3
(

∆ρµcg
ρ2c

)1/3

Sc = µc
ρcD

For ”large bubbles”, ξ > 2.5mm:

kL = 0.42Sc−1/2
(

∆ρLµcg
ρ2c

)1/3

0.2 < ξ < 8 mm
0.7 < ρL < 1.2 kg/m3

0.6 < µl < 87 m Pa·s
bubbles in liquid,
droplets in air, solid
particles in liquid.
CO and H2 in wax
amongst other
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Table 4: List of simulations. The first column indicates the kL value for CO, the second column
the source of the value. The third column is the inlet SMD. The first set of six simulations varied
the kL model but kept the SMD and all other process conditions (Table 1) constant. The second
set of four simulations were run with different inlet SMD. The final three simulations varied the
slope of kL (slope given in the first column) with the same mean value of kL = 0.4 mm/s (see also
Figure 6).

kL,CO source ds,in

mm s−1 mm

0.2 Deckwer et al. (1980) 10
0.5-1 Higbie (1935) 10
0.8-1.4 Akita and Yoshida (1974) 10
1.5 Han et al. (2011) 10
0.4 Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) 10
3 Vandu and Krishna (2004) 10

0.4 Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) 5
0.4 Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) 8
0.4 Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) 15
0.4 Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) 20

0.4 model 1 10
0.2 + 0.026.7ξ model 2 10
0.6− 0.026.7ξ model 3 10
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Nernst (1904)
stagnant film

Lewis and Whitman (1924)
two-film theory

Higbie (1935)
penetration theory

Danckwerts (1951)
surface renewal theory

Fortescue and Pearson (1967)
large eddy model

Lamont and Scott (1970)
small eddy model

kL = 0.4
√

D
(νL/ε)

1/2

Frössling (1938)
evaporation of a
liquid droplet with rigid
surfaces and no internal
circulation

Han et al. (2011)
wide spectrum
eddy model

slip
penetration
model

eddy
models

solid
sphere
model

film
model

kG = DG
lG

, kL = DL
lL

Sh = kLlL
D

= 1

kL = 2
√
DL
πτ

,

τ−1 = urel
ξ

Sh = 2 + 0.6Re1/2Sc1/3

laminar
boundary
layer
analysis

Sh = ARemScn

kL = 2
√
DL
πτ

,

τ a random distribution

kL = 1.46
√
D
√

2ε1/3

L2/3

kL = f(E(κ))

Figure 3: Simplified illustration of the main differences between gas-liquid mass transfer theories.
Blue area indicates gas, the light orange area indicates liquid. The light blue area is the bulk
gas phase, the dark blue area is the gas layer closest to the interface. The light orange are is the
bulk liquid phase, the dark orange area is the liquid layer closest to the interface. The dashed line
represents the interface. The solid line illustrates concentration.
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Figure 4: The gas-liquid mass transfer correlations in Table 3 and the experimental values by Deck-
wer et al. (1980) and Vandu and Krishna (2004) as functions of bubble size for the conditions
specified in Table 1. Note that the correlations by Akita and Yoshida (1974) and Fukuma et al.
(1987) depend on the SMD.
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Figure 5: Gas-liquid mass transfer coefficients based on turbulence theory with two choices of length
scales as the largest (integral) scale; distance between two cooling rods Dt = 0.114 m (applied in
this work) and hydraulic diameter of the column Dc,h = 0.45 m. The correlation by Lamont and
Scott (1970) does not depend on the length scale and thus the curves for this correlation overlap
with each other.
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Figure 6: Gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient values as function of bubble size for the constructed
models 1, 2 and 3. Model 1 corresponds to the value by Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) and is
constant for all ξ. Model 2 increases linearly throughout the domain, model 3 decreases. Model 2
and 3 have equal slopes with opposite sign and equal means. The mean of model 2 and the mean
of model 3 are both equal to the value of model 1.
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Figure 7: Gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient and resultant conversion of CO.
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Figure 8: Conversion as a function of reactor length for inlet SMD 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20 mm. kL
value from (Calderbank and Moo-Young, 1961).
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Figure 9: Final conversion as a function of inlet SMD. kL value from (Calderbank and Moo-Young,
1961).
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Figure 10: Weight fraction of CO kL values 0.2 mm/s (Deckwer (1992), upper plot), 0.4 mm/s
(Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961), middle plot) and 3 mm/s ( Vandu and Krishna (2004), lower
plot).
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Figure 11: γs(z, ξ) as a function of axial direction and bubble size for two different kL correla-
tions; Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) and Higbie (1935).
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Figure 12: γs(z, ξ) as a function of axial direction and bubble size for two different kL correla-
tions; Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) and Akita and Yoshida (1974).
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Figure 13: γs(z, ξ) as a function of axial direction and bubble size for two different kL correla-
tions; Deckwer et al. (1980) and Vandu and Krishna (2004).
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Figure 14: Resultant weight fraction of reactant as a function of axial direction and bubble size for
the illustrative models 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 6 and Table 4).
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Appendix A. Additional relations807

Appendix A.1. Calculation of effective dispersion and conduction coefficients808

The effective (and turbulent) gas dispersion coefficient was found with basis in the809

relationship between the turbulent viscosities in the gas and liquid phases presented810

by (Grienberger, 1992), page 104:811

µt,G = µt,L
ρG
ρL
R2
p (A.1)

where the factor Rp was the relationship between the turbulent fluctuations in the812

phases, given as:813

Rp =

√
(u′iu

′
j)G

(u′iu
′
j)L

(A.2)

As the relationship in Eq. (A.2) was not possible to determine in a precise way814

experimentally, Rp was instead estimated by the ratio of the velocity fluctuations in815

the axial direction;816

Rp =

√
(u′zu

′
z)G

(u′zu
′
z)L

(A.3)

Rp was then found experimentally to be in the order of magnitude 1 (Grienberger,817

1992), page 54. Thus one may simplify Eq. (A.1) to saying that the kinematic818

viscosity is equal in gas and liquid phases:819

νG = νL →
µG
ρG

=
µL
ρL
→ µG = µL

ρG
ρL

(A.4)

We may thus write for the effective (and turbulent) gas dispersion coefficient:820

DG,z,eff =
ρG
ρL
DL,z,eff (A.5)
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The effective liquid dispersion coefficient DL,z,eff was found from the relation by Deck-821

wer et al. (1974) (re-written into SI units):822

DL,z,eff = 0.68DnD
c (vsG,in)0.3 (A.6)

where nD = 1.4. nD is corrected using the expression by Yang and Fan (2003):823

n′D = nD

(
1− 0.11ln

(
ρG
ρG,0

))
(A.7)

where ρG,0 is the density of the gas at ambient pressure and temperature. This gives824

for the conditions in this model n′D = 0.960 which gives a liquid dispersion coefficient825

of DL,z,eff = 3.741[m2/s]. The Reynolds analogy was applied to calculate the effective826

turbulent viscosity for the gas and liquid phases as follows:827

µL,z,eff(z) = DL,z,effρL(z)

µG,z,eff(z, ξ) = DG,z,effρG(z, ξ) (A.8)

whilst for the solid phase µS,z,eff = 1 as for granular flow (constant particle viscosity,828

CPV model (Jakobsen, 2014), page 1406. The Reynolds analogy was applied to829

calculate the effective turbulent thermal conductivities for the gas and slurry phases830

were calculated using:831

λG,z,eff = DG,z,effρGCp,G (A.9)
832

λL,z,eff = DL,z,effρLCp,L (A.10)

Appendix A.2. Continuous phase equations of change for species mass833

The equation of change for liquid species mass is given as:834

∂

∂z
(vL(z)ρLωL,s(z)) = −djL,s(z)

dz
+ Γs(z) +Rs(z) (A.11)
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835

jL,s(z) = −ρLDL,z,eff(z)
dωL,s(z)

dz
(A.12)

with boundary conditions:836

jL,s(z)|z=H = 0

ωL,s(z)|z=0 = ωL,s,in
(A.13)

and where the mass transfer term is given as:837

Γs(z) =

∫ ξmax

ξmin

fd(z, ξ)γs(z, ξ)dξ (A.14)

Appendix B. The impact of solids on breakage, coalescence and bubble838

terminal velocity839

The slurry bubble column in this work has a very high solids loading (44 vol%) and840

thus a note on the effects of such a large solids fraction on the bubble breakup,841

bubble coalescence and terminal velocity is in place.842

The collision between a particle of the same order of magnitude as the bubble may843

lead to particle penetration into the bubble and subsequent bubble breakup (Chen844

and Fan 1989). A high solids fraction increases the probability of bubble breakup845

given a penetration event (Chen and Fan, 1989). However, in this work the particles846

are of size 72 µm whilst the bubbles are in the range 0.1-25 mm and thus penetration847

is not likely to occur. As bubble breakup is a result of collision between bubbles and848

turbulent eddies (Prince and Blanch, 1990) the effect a high solids fraction has on the849

turbulence also affects bubble breakup. So whilst large particles may increase bubble850

breakage, Sarhan et al. (2018) suggested that the increase in solid concentration of851

small particles (∼100 µm) decreased the bubble breakup rate because the presence852

of solid particles dampened the liquid turbulence. A lower gas-liquid surface tension853

increases bubble breakage (Chilekar et al., 2010).854

The effect of solid particles on coalescence is governed by different mechanisms. At855

the micro level, addition of solid particles appears to increase the coalescence time856
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and thus reduce coalescence (Ata, 2008) with the result of a net reduction of the857

Sauter-mean diameter with increasing solid concentration (Sarhan et al., 2016). The858

particle lyophility is of importance (Chilekar et al., 2010). A lyophilic solid particle859

in an SBC experiences strong forces of attraction between the solid particle and the860

liquid and will thus be present in the liquid phase. On the contrary, a lyophobic861

particle will have strong forces of repulsion between the particle and the liquid and862

will be more likely to adhere to the gas-liquid surface of a bubble. It can thus be a863

coalescence inhibitor as it prevents film drainage. A lyophilic particle will be present864

in the liquid and have less effect on film drainage, as shown in Figure B.1. In contrast865

to the foregoing points, the majority of studies report that the Sauter-mean diameter866

in general decreases with increasing solids concentration (e.g. de Swart et al. (1996);867

Ojima et al. (2014, 2015); Sarhan et al. (2018); Tyagi and Buwa (2017)). It must868

be noted that coalescence and breakage are competing phenomena. To determine869

single breakage and coalescence events experimentally for high solids density flows870

is challenging, thus the reported increased gas holdups or decreased Sauter-mean871

diameters mean that breakage has increased in favor of coalescence.872

Bubble size, surface tension (through the Eötvös number in the drag coefficient), the873

level of turbulence and solid particle adhesion impact the terminal velocity of the874

bubbles (Evans et al. (2008); Ojima et al. (2014); Tomiyama (1998), respectively).875

Larger bubbles have higher terminal velocity than smaller (e.g. Ojima et al. (2014)).876

The bubbles tend to travel longer paths and thus have a reduced terminal velocity877

in turbulent conditions (Evans et al., 2008). Solid particles adhered to the bubbles878

slow the bubble down due to reduced buoyancy (Evans et al., 2008).879

Whether or not the solid particles adhere to the bubbles depends on the surface880

chemistry of the solid particles, the chemistry of the solution and its surfactants and881

the surface forces (Xing et al., 2017). In a particle-attachment process, a particle882

collides with a bubble, slides around it whilst thinning the liquid film between the883

particle and the bubble, forms a three-phase contact and eventually attaches (Xing884

et al., 2017). A number of forces, such as gravity and hydrodynamic forces, may885

detach the solid particle from the bubble. In particular, the turbulent energy dissi-886
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pation rate and turbulent eddies are found to play a role. Also, the surface features of887

the solid particle play an important role in the detachment (Xing et al., 2017).888

As discussed by Chilekar et al. (2010), whether or not the particles adhere to the889

gas-liquid (bubble) interface depends on the particles being lyophilic or lyophobic.890

The applied catalyst material is alumina (as carrier) with cobalt (or iron), the liquid891

phase consists of paraffins and the gaseous phase consists of water, some CO, CO2,892

H2 and hydrocarbons. As alumina is polar, it is likely to have a larger affinity towards893

the gaseous phase than the liquid phase, as hydrocarbons are nonpolar. Based on894

this, it is probable that the particles may to some extent adhere to the gas-liquid895

interface, thus being present in the liquid film outside the bubbles. This topic may896

also be related to the contamination of bubbles discussed by e.g. Calderbank and897

Moo-Young (1961), which increases as the column height increases (as the bubbles898

have more time in contact with the contaminants in the liquid). However, a more899

detailed knowledge on the surface forces acting between the solid, liquid and the gas900

phases at the simulated conditions are required to conclude on the issue of particle-901

bubble attachment.902
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a)

b)

Figure B.1: An illustration of the coalescence event for (a) lyophilic particles and (b) lyophobic
particles, adapted from Chilekar et al. (2010). Lyophilic particles decrease the film thinning time
as they contribute to the thinning of the film by dragging the liquid out with them. Lyophobic
particles, in contrast, are stuck at the gas-liquid interface and thus represent a steric barrier which
increases the film thinning time and thus reduces coalescence.
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Appendix C. Dimensionless numbers903

Table C.1: Dimensionless numbers.
dimensionless
number

expression reference to application value for the
conditions in
Table 1

Reynolds number Re = vLDH
νL

Lamont and Scott (1970) 1.09× 104

Reynolds number Re =
vsGDC
νSL

Yang et al. (2001) 2.8× 106

Reynolds number Re =
vG,tξ
νL

Brauer (1981) (0.0006− 4.7)×
103

Reynolds number Re = 4Q
νLw

Fortescue and Pearson (1967),
where Q is the total flow rate and
w is the wetted perimeter

1.2× 105

Integral scale
Reynolds number

ReL =
√

kL
νL

= k2

ενL
Solsvik and Jakobsen (2016) 8.7× 104

Taylor scale
Reynolds num-
ber

Reλ =
√

20
3 ReL Solsvik and Jakobsen (2016) 759

Particle Reynolds
number

Rep =
vsGξ
νL

Hughmark (1967a), Hughmark
(1967b), Brauer (1981)

(0.03−4.5)×103

Particle Reynolds
number

Rep = vrξ
νG

Frössling (1938) NA

Schmidt number Sc = ν
D Frössling (1938), Hugh-

mark (1967a), Hughmark
(1967b), Brauer (1981), Fukuma
et al. (1987), Akita and Yoshida
(1974)

67

Sherwood number Sh = kLds
D Akita and Yoshida

(1974), Fukuma et al. (1987)
(3.8 − 38) ×
105kL

Sherwood number Sh = kLξ
D Frössling (1938), Hugh-

mark (1967a), Hughmark
(1967b), Brauer (1981)

(0.076 − 38) ×
105kL

Sherwood number Sh = kLDc
D Yang et al. (2001) 6.8× 108kL

Galilei number Ga =
gd3s
ν2
L

Akita and Yoshida
(1974), Fukuma et al. (1987)

6.6× 106

Eötvös or Bond
number

Eö = Bo =
∆ρgd2s
σ Akita and Yoshida

(1974), Fukuma et al. (1987)
25

Euler number Eu = p
ρSLu2

G
Yang et al. (2001) 5.9× 105
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Appendix D. Values for the Henry’s law coefficients904

The Henry’s law coefficients applied in Eq. (3) were calculated using by use of Aspen905

HYSYS for the simulated process conditions. Their values are given in Table D.1906

below.907

Table D.1: Calculated values for the Henry’s law coefficients applied in Eq. (3).

component value
CO 310
H2 390
H2O 144
CO2 158
C1 210
C2 116
C3 72.8
C4 45.5
C5-C12 9.12
C13-C22 10.8
C23-C30 8.68
C31+ 0.0686
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